aims in considering pseudo-differential operators is to include inverses of a wide class of partial differential operators, but the only invertible operators in their algebra are the elliptic ones. Lars Hijrmander [2] has considered more general classes of operators with symbols satisfying the following regular conditions:
and proved the boundedness of such operators by using a tricky partition of unity. (A simpler proof of this can be found in his lecture on the Fourier Integral Operators.)
Concerning operators with nonregular symbols L. Nirenberg posed the following questions:
(1) Determine if the operator P can be extended as a bounded operator from L2(Rn) to L2(K) f or any compact set KC Rn if p(~, 6) belongs to C"(Rn x Rn) and satisfies (2) Determine if the operator P can be extended as a bounded operator from L2(RG) to L2(K) f or any compact set KC An if p(~, 5) belongs to C"(Rn x R") and satisfies a. P(x, tt) = P(x, 5) for all t > 0 and lEl>l.
( 1.2) b. / "; ... ";$j;; 4 *. a; p(x, 5)1 < C&,(1 + 1 5 I)-@+,+ ..+jJ for all x G K and [E Rn. Here j is fixed, 0 < j < n.
In this paper we shall answer these questions negatively. However, we can prove the boundedness of the operator if we strengthen the condition (1.1) slightly. We also point out that if j is equal to 0 or n in (1.2) the associated operators are bounded. This proposition will be proved in Section 3 and explains why we are interested in symbols with mixed smoothness. The plan of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we motivate the definition of the pseudo-differential operators and define some terms. Section 3 contains some proofs of the basic facts of the pseudo-differential operators. In Section 4 we present some unbounded operators with symbols satisfying (1.1) and prove that if some integrals of the symbols are uniformly bounded the associated operators are bounded. Unbounded operators with symbols satisfying (1.2) are given in Section 5.
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DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
We shall write x = (x1 ,..., x,J for the coordinate in R" and [ = (5; ,..., f,) for the dual coordinate. For an n-tuple 01 = (01~ ,..., ol,) of nonnegative integers we write DEFINITION 2.1. By Com(Rn) we denote the set of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in Rn. DEFINITION 2.2. By Cm(Rn) we denote the set of all infinitely differentiable functions in R*. In fact, A. Calderon and R. Vaillancourt [5] proved the following stronger result:
Let the symbolp(x, 0 be a matrix of functionsp,j(x, 5) defined on R" x R" such that for CQ , pK = 0, 1, 2, 3 and all x and 6. Then the associated pseudodifferential operator can be extended to a bounded operator from L2(Rn) to L2(R").
Another elementary fact is THEOREM 3.4. If p(x, 6) belongs to CO(R" x R*) and vanishes for large [, the associated operator P is of order zero. By using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 we can prove that if p(x, [) belongs to Cm(Rn x Rn) and has compact support in 5 then P is of order m for any m.
We also remark that the question 2 in Section 1 is equivalent to the following question for fixed j:
2' Is the operator P of order zero if its symbol p(x, 6) satisfies (a) p(x, 6) is continuous on the unit sphere and p(x, to = p(x, 0 for t > i and j 6 1 = 1. Squaring both sides and applying Schwarz's inequality we obtain
Integrating both sides gives Applying Parseval's identity to the last integral we have j t pzu(4l" dx G C j da j,,,,, I G,(% 01" I 2i(S)12 d5 181=1 ,
< C I zZ(Wd6 i
The proof is complete.
ON INHOMOGENEOUS NONREGULAR SYMBOLS
THEOREM 4.1. Let x(E) be a COm(Rn) function with support x(t) C (5 ) 1 < I 4 / < 5} and x is equal to one ;f 2 < / 6 1 < 4. Let vie be a sequence in Rn such that 1 rlk ( = 3 . 5". Then the operator P associated with p(x, 6) = Cz='=, akei"@x(Fk[) l is not bounded from L2(Rn) to L2(K) for any K with nonempty interior, aye," ) a, I2 is divergent. as required. Thus the corollary follows from the theorem since CT 1 a, /a = co. The symbols defined in this corollary belong to S&(P). The boundedness of operators with symbols in SE,,(P) for 0 < 6 < p < 1 is proved in [2] . Kumano-go [6] constructed an unbounded pseudo-differential operator with symbol belonging to n PiIS,",r. Recently Hijrmander [7] proves that if every operator with symbol p(x, 6) E SE,g is of order zero, then necessarily 6 < p. However, the question of the continuity of operators having symbols in S& with 0 < P < 1 remains open.
The symbols defined in the theorem do not have bounded space derivatives at any point in Iin. So it is natural to ask whether the operator is bounded if its symbol p(x, 6) satisfies
The answer to this question which was raised by Hijrmander is still not known.
We can show that a slight strengthening of condition (1 .l) yields boundedness: In view of (5.1) we conclude that This contradicts our assumption on ak . Thus the assumption in the beginning of the proof is absurd and the proof is complete.
COROLLARY.
There exists an unbounded operator Q from L2(R") to L2(K) with symbol satisfying (3.2).
Proof. Define Q as in the Theorem 5.1 with ak = 116. It is obvious that q(x, 0 is homogeneous of degree zero. The continuity of q(x, 6) on the unit sphere follows from the fact that q(x, [) behaves like l/d/log t2 as (tl , [,) tends to (1, 0) . Noticing that we then have LJ~%?~~cJ -l/d/log t2 as (6, , [,) tends to (1, 0). Hence I 5 Ia qd% , 3 9 (I , [,) are bounded. The proof is complete.
